BOXER INJURY QUESTIONNAIRE

Name: ________________________________
Prof. Fights/ KOs: ___________________________
Amateur fight record: ___________________________
Weight at fight time: ___________________________
Weight at post fight: ___________________________

FAMILY

1. Did you note any difference in his approach to this fight compared to previous fights?
2. Did you notice any changes in behavior prior to, during, or after the fight?
3. Was the fighter less focused?
4. Was the fighter more irritable than usual?
5. Was the fighter sleeping less?
6. Was he in worst condition as compared to other fights?
7. Did he do anything different in the preparation for this fight than in the past?
8. How much weight did the fighter lose in the last 30 days/7 days? month/ last week?
9. For this fight, was the required weight loss for the weigh-in more than usual?
10. Did he ever use any recreational drugs, P.E.D or steroids prior to this fight?
11. When was the last time he consumed an alcoholic beverage prior to this fight? What type? How much?

12. Did he take vitamins, herbs or natural supplements on a regular basis? What type?
13. Did he take any special potions or non traditional substances such as beeswax?
14. Have you ever known him to have a head injury outside of fighting (auto accident, football, baseball etc)?
15. Have you ever known him to be unconscious for any reason? Why and when?
16. Have you ever known him to have dizzy spells or fainting spells?
17. Is he busy in another job than boxing? What type of work does he do?

TRAINER/MANAGER/CORNER

18. Did you note any difference in his approach to this fight compared to previous fights?
19. Did you notice any changes in behavior prior to, during, or after the fight?
20. Was the fighter less focused?
21. Was the fighter more irritable than usual?
22. Was the fighter sleeping less? 
   Yes          No

23. Was he in worst condition as compared to other fights?
24. Did he do anything different in the preparation for this fight than in the past?
25. How much weight did the fighter lose in the last 30 days/7 days? month/ last week? For his previous fight what was the contract weight?
   ……………
26. For this fight, was the required weight loss for the weigh-in more than usual? How much more? Over what period of time?
27. Did he ever use any recreational drugs, P.E.D or /steroids prior to this fight?
28. When was the last time he consumed an alcoholic beverage prior to this fight? What type? How much?
   ……………
29. Did he take vitamins, herbs or natural supplements on a regular basis? What type?
30. Did he take any special potions or non traditional substances such as beeswax?
31. Has he had injuries in training, sparring and fights?
32. When did he start training for this fight? …………….
33. Any changes in preparation for this fight from other fights?
34. Routinely, does he drink water (or electrolyte fluids)?
35. Has he had higher fluid consume prior to and during the contest?
36. In retrospect, was this a tough fight?
37. Had he fought fights tougher than this?
38. Did you notice anything unusual about him while in the ring? (Was he responding to his corner as usual? What is usual response to instructions)
39. When did you first discover something was wrong? ……………
40. What did you perceive to be wrong? ……………
41. Did you contact the ring side physician about it?
42. Was the medical personnel informed of the problem? When?
43. Was a physician there when you first noticed a problem? What time has it taken until one was available to you?
44. How long was it before the boxer arrived at the hospital?
   ……………
45. Number of fights over the past 12 months.
   ……………
46. When was the last fight?
47. Injury occurred in what round?
   ……………
48. Who was in the corner? Relatives?
49. Conditioning weight lifting, running, meals (diet), number of rounds sparred for this fight. Was this more (less or the usual) then previous fights?

REFEREE

50. How many years of experience do you have refereeing professional
fights?
51. Did you notice anything unusual about the fighter pre-fight?
      ..............................................................
52. Did you notice anything unusual about the fighter throughout the fight?
      Yes  No
53. Was there a time when you became concerned about the fighter?
54. Was there a time when you felt the course of the fight changed?
55. If you stopped the fight, what were the reasons?
56. How many times did the boxer get knocked down?
      ..............................................................
57. Did you converse with the boxer between rounds? Your assessment?
58. Was the boxer response to his corner between rounds?

JUDGES
59. How many years of experience do you have judging professional fights?
      ..............................................................
60. Did you notice anything unusual about the fighter throughout the fight?
61. Was there a time when you became concerned about the fighter?
62. Was there a time when you felt the course of the fight changed?

Supervisor
63. Copy of the scorecard
64. How many consecutive rounds had the boxer lost of the majority of the scorecards?
      ..............................................................
65. Did the fighter make the weight at the initial weigh-in time? If not, how many pounds had to be loss? How did the boxer lose that additional weight?
      (........................)
66. Weight at weigh-in, night of the fight, post-fight
      ..............................................................

RINGSIDE PHYSICIAN
67. Did you perform a pre-fight physical?
68. If so, were there any abnormal findings (obtain a copy of the report)
69. Did the history reveal any abnormalities?
70. Were you aware of the boxer's fighting style, previous injuries?
71. Have you been at ringside for one of this boxer's fights?
72. How long have you been a ringside physician for professional fights?
      ..............................................................
73. What is your medical specialty?
57. ..............................................................
74. What training have you completed BCLS, ATLS, CPR?
57. ..............................................................
75. Were you requested to enter the ring? If so, how many times? For what reason each time?
57. ..............................................................
76. What was your assessment each time?
57. ..............................................................
77. What action did you take when you entered the ring?
57. ..............................................................
78. At the time you were called into the ring, give a detailed Subjective narrative, Objective narrative, Assessment, and Treatment

79. Was the fighter unconscious? If so, for how long?

80. How long between the fighter’s going down and arrival at the hospital?

81. Give a detailed post-fight SOAP of the fighter?

82. Could you be convinced that the fighter was ok when he left the ring?

83. Where you contacted by the boxers crew after the fight when he noticed anything unusual?

HOSPITAL PHYSICIAN

Obtain copy of paramedic/ambulance report.
Obtain copy of all X-rays and records pertain

Please send the questionnaire to that address:

beatrixraudszus@aol.com

or

Dr. Beatrix Raudszus
Frankenstraße 2
D-10781 Berlin

Germany